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Dear Client

Thank you for Purchasing our HTFA-105 CT PT Tester.

Please read the manual in detail prior to first use, which will help

you use the equipment skillfully.

Our aim is to improve and perfect the

company's products continually, so there may be

slight differences between your purchase equipment

and its instruction manual. You can find the changes

in the appendix. Sorry for the inconvenience. If you have further

questions, welcome to contact with our service department.

The input/output terminals and the test column

may bring voltage, when you plug/draw the test wire or

power outlet, they will cause electric spark. PLEASE

CAUTION RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK!

Company Address:

 T4，No. 41, High-tech 2 Road，East Lake High-tech Development Zone，

Wuhan

 Sales Hotline: 86-27- 87457960
 After Service Hotline: 86-27- 87459656
 Fax: 86-27- 87803129

 E-mail: qiao@hvtest.cc

 Website: www.hvtest.cc

http://www.whhuatian.com
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 SERIOUS COMMITMENT

All products of our company carry one year limited warranty

from the date of shipment. If any such product proves defective

during this warranty period we will maintain it for free. Meanwhile

we implement lifetime service. Except otherwise agreed by

contract.

 SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

Please read the following safety precautions carefully to avoid

body injury and prevent the product or other relevant subassembly

to damage. In order to avoid possible danger, this product can only

be used within the prescribed scope.

Only qualified technician can carry out maintenance or repair

work.

--To avoid fire and personal injury:

Use Proper Power Cord

Only use the power wire supplied by the product or meet the

specification of this produce.

Connect and Disconnect Correctly

When the test wire is connected to the live terminal, please do

not connect or disconnect the test wire.

Grounding

The product is grounded through the power wire; besides, the

ground pole of the shell must be grounded. To prevent electric
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shock, the grounding conductor must be connected to the ground.

Make sure the product has been grounded correctly before

connecting with the input/output port.

Pay Attention to the Ratings of All Terminals

To prevent the fire hazard or electric shock, please be care of

all ratings and labels/marks of this product. Before connecting,

please read the instruction manual to acquire information about the

ratings.

Do Not Operate without Covers

Do not operate this product when covers or panels removed.

Use Proper Fuse

Only use the fuse with type and rating specified for the product.

Avoid Touching Bare Circuit and Charged Metal

Do not touch the bare connection points and parts of energized

equipment.

Do Not Operate with Suspicious Failures

If you encounter operating failure, do not continue. Please

contact with our maintenance staff.

Do Not Operate in Wet/Damp Conditions.

Do Not Operate in Explosive Atmospheres.

Ensure Product Surfaces Clean and Dry.

http://www.scribd.com/doc/50025703/55/Do-Not-Operate-in-an-Explosive-Atmosphere
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－Security Terms

Warning: indicates that death or severe personal injury may

result if proper precautions are not taken

Caution: indicates that property damage may result if proper

precautions are not taken.
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I. Design purposes

HTFA-105 is Designed for automatic testing of CT/PT, it is suitable for
laboratories and also suitable for field testing.

II. Reference standards

GB 20840.3-2013，GB 20840.2-2014

III. Main features

 Support the detection of CT and Pt
 Meet the requirements of GB 20840.3-2013 and GB 20840.2-2014
 All testing items can be completed by single machine without other

auxiliary equipment
 It is equipped with micro fast printer, which can print test results on site

directly
 It adopts intelligent controller and is easy to operate
 Large screen LCD, graphic display interface
 The turning point value of CT / Pt (excitation) is given automatically

according to the regulation
 Automatic 5% and 10% error curves
 It can save 3000 sets of test data without losing after power failure
 It supports USB flash disk data transfer, which can be read by standard PC

and generate word report document.
 It is small and light and less than 22kg, which is very convenient for field

test

IV. Main test functions of the tester (refer to form 1)

CT PT
volt-ampere characteristic curve volt-ampere characteristic curve
calculate inflection point value
automatically

calculate inflection point value
automatically

draw out 5% and 10% error curve
automatically

Turns ratio measurement
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Turns ratio measurement Polarity judgment

Polarity judgment AC withstand voltage test

Phase (angle difference) measurement Phase (angle difference)
measurement

Polarity judgment AC withstand voltage test
Primary current injecting test

AC withstand voltage test
Form 1

V. Main test functions of the tester (refer to form 2)

Project Parameter

Working power supply AC220V±10% 、50Hz

Output devices
Note: 0 ~ 5A is the real value, and greater

than 5A ~ 20A is the calculated value

High current output 0～1000A

Excitation measurement

accuracy
≤0.5%(0.2%* reading +0.3%* range)

CT ratio

measurement

range ≤5000A/1A(25000A/5A)

precision ≤0.5%

PT ratio

measurement

range ≤500kV

precision ≤0.5%

Work

environment

temperature －10℃ ～ 40℃

humidity ≤90%

The altitude ≤1000m

Size 410mm × 260mm × 340mm

Weight ≤18kg
Form 2
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5.1. Working Condition:
1.. The input voltage is 220 VAC ± 10%, and the rated frequency is 50 Hz;

2. The tester should be powered by a power socket with protective grounding.
If there is a problem with the connection of the protection ground or the power
supply has no isolated connection to the ground, the tester can still be used,
but we do not guarantee the safety;

3. The ambient temperature corresponding to the parameters is 23 ℃ ±

5 ℃;

4. The guarantee value is valid within one year after the factory calibration.

VI. Product structure

6.1．Panel Structure

(1)

6.2．Panel Notes：

1 —— Ground terminal

2 —— USB interface

3 —— Printer

4—— LCD display
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5—— Rotary controller

6—— power switch (Over current Protection)

7—— P1,P2: When CT ratio / polarity test, high current output port controller

8—— S1,S2: When CT ratio / polarity (angle difference / ratio difference) test,

the secondary side access port

9 —— K1,K2: When CT / PT volt ampere characteristic test, voltage output

port;

10——A,X: When Pt ratio / polarity (angle difference / ratio difference test), the

primary side access port

11 ——a,x: When PT ratio / polarity (angle difference / ratio difference test), the

secondary side access port

12——Power supply insurance (Fuse)

13——Host power switch

14—— Host voltage socket（AC 220V）

15,16,17,18—— main function connection diagram

VII. Introduction of operation mode and main interface

7.1．Controller usage

The controller has three operating states: "left turn", "right turn" and "press".

These three operations of the controller can be used to move the cursor, input

data and select items conveniently.

7.2 Main menu

There are 7 options in the main menu: excitation, turns ratio/polarity, AC

withstand voltage, primary through flow, data query, demagnetization and

return, which can be selected and set by using the controller.
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(2) CT menu (3) PT menu

VIII. CT test

When conducting CT test, please move the cursor to CT and select the
corresponding test option.
8.1．CT excitation (volt ampere) characteristic test
In the CT main interface, select the "excitation" option to enter the test
interface, as shown in Figure 4
1) Parameter setting:
Excitation current: the setting range (0-20A) is the highest setting current
output by the instrument, For example If the current reaches the set value in
the experiment, the current will be stopped automatically to avoid damaging
the equipment. Usually the current setting value is greater than or equal to 1a,
the inflection point value can be tested.
Excitation voltage: the setting range (0-1000v) is the highest setting voltage
of the instrument output. Generally, the voltage setting value is slightly greater
than the inflection point voltage, which can make the curve display more
coordinated. If the voltage is set too high, the curve is close to y-axis, the
voltage setting is too low, and the curve is close to x-axis. If the voltage
reaches the set value in the experiment, it will stop boosting automatically to
avoid damaging the equipment.
2) Test
The wiring diagram is shown in Fig. 5. K1 and K2 of the tester are the voltage
output terminals. During the test, K1 and K2 are connected to S1 and S2 of the
transformer respectively (all terminals of the transformer should be
disconnected).After checking the wiring, turn on the power switch and select
the "start" option to start the test. During the test, the cursor is on the "stop"
option, and the tester starts to automatically boost and raise current. After the
tester completes the test, the test is finished and the volt ampere characteristic
curve is drawn (as shown in Fig. 6).
Note: the "calibration" function in Figure 4 is mainly used to check the
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output voltage and current value of the equipment, not for the function

test of the transformer. See Appendix I for details.

(4) CT excitation characteristic test interface (5) CT excitation characteristic wiring diagram

(6) CT excitation curve (7) Excitation data diagram

(8)Error curve parameter setting interface (9) Error curve

3) Operating instructions for volt ampere characteristic (excitation) test

results
After the test, the volt ampere characteristic test curve is displayed on the
screen (see Figure 6). The operation functions of the interface are as follows:
Print: after the controller selects "print", the volt ampere characteristic
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(excitation) curve and data are printed successively to facilitate users to make
reports. At the same time, it can reduce the frequency of replacing printing
paper, save time and improve efficiency.

Excitation data: move the cursor to the "excitation data" option, and the test
data list of volt ampere characteristic test will be displayed on the screen (see
Fig. 7). Press the "back" key to return to the volt ampere characteristic test
curve interface, and the controller can realize the data up and down. When the
page does not flip, the last page has been reached.

Save: move the controller to the "save" option, press to save the current
measured data. After saving successfully, the screen will display "save
completed". After successful saving, if the user presses the "save" key again,
the program will automatically distinguish and do not save the same test record.
It can be viewed in the data query menu.
Error curve: in the interface of Fig. 6, move the cursor to select "error curve",
and the setting of error curve of volt ampere characteristic test will be
displayed on the screen (see Fig. 8). The error curve calculated after selection
is shown in Fig. 9.
Print setting: move the cursor to this option and press to enter the print setting
interface (FIG. 10). You can select "default" to set the current value to be
printed or select "custom".

The following four items are the setting items for error curve calculation:
VA: CT secondary side impedance value.
I-sn: rated current at the secondary side of CT
Kalf: limit coefficient, for example: the nameplate of the tested CT is "5p10"
and "10" is the limiting factor.
5%: automatically calculate 5% error curve data and display error curve.
10%: automatically calculate the 10% error curve data and display the error
curve.

There are three options in the error curve interface:

Print: the error curve graph and data can be printed;
Data: the relevant data of error curve can be displayed, and the viewing mode
is the same as that of volt ampere characteristic data.
Return: you can return to the previous menu.
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(10) print setting interface, (11) demagnetization interface

8.2. Demagnetization test
1) Parameter setting:
select "demagnetization" in CT main interface, enter the test interface, as
shown in Figure 11, and set secondary side rated current: 1A or 5A.

2) Test:

the wiring diagram is shown in Figure 5. K1 and K2 of the tester are voltage
output terminals. During the test, K1 and K2 are connected to S1 and S2 of the
transformer respectively (all terminals of the transformer should be
disconnected). After checking the wiring, close the power switch and select
the "start" option to start demagnetization. During demagnetization, the cursor
keeps flashing on the "test" option, until the test is completed, the device will
automatically stop, and the interface will prompt "demagnetization completed".

8.3. CT turns ratio polarity test
1) parameter setting:
In the CT main interface, select "turns ratio /polarity" to enter the test interface,
as shown in Figure 12. Set the primary side test current: 0-1000A, the
maximum output of P1 and P2 terminals of the tester

18 current; secondary side rated current: 1A or 5A.
2) Test:
the wiring diagram is shown in Figure 13. The primary side of CT is connected
with P1 and P2, and the secondary side of CT is connected with S1 and S2.
The secondary winding that is not detected should be short circuited. After
setting the rated current and number of the secondary side, close the power
switch, select the "start" option, and press the controller to start the test.
During the test, the cursor keeps flashing on the "test" option until the end of
the test to exit the automatic test interface, or press the controller to stop the
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test artificially. After the test, the device will automatically stop the test. After
the test, the test result of the variable ratio polarity will be displayed. You can
select "save", "print" and "return" options for the next operation. The same
color terminal of the instrument itself is in-phase terminal, that is, when P1 is
connected to P1 of CT, and S1 is connected to S1 of CT, the polarity test result
is reduced polarity.

(12) CT Turns ratio polarity test interface (13) CT turns ratio polarity (angle difference

ratio difference) wiring diagram

8.4. CT primary current injecting test

1) Parameter setting: in the CT main interface, after selecting "primary
current", enter the test interface (FIG. 16), and set the set current value: 0 ~
1000A.

2) Test: the wiring diagram is shown in Figure 17. The primary side of CT is
connected with P1 and P2, and the secondary side of CT is connected with
secondary load. After setting the current flow, turn on the power switch, rotate
the controller, move the cursor to the "start" option, press the controller to start
the test, and the current holding time will be displayed in the progress bar
(0-200A: hold for 10 minutes; over 200A-300A: hold for 2 minutes; greater
than 300A: hold for 3 seconds)

(16)CT primary current injecting test interface (17) primary current injecting test wiring diagram
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8.5. CT AC withstand voltage test

1) Parameter setting:

In the CT main interface, select "AC voltage withstand" to enter the test
interface (Fig. 18)
2)Test:
The wiring diagram is shown in Figure 19. The short circuit at the secondary
side of the tested CT is connected with the voltage output port K2 of the tester

Connect the other end of voltage output port K1 to transformer shell. After
checking the wiring, close it

Power switch, select "start" option, press to start boost, voltage holding time is
silent

It is considered that 1 minute, during the test process, the instrument internal
to the transformer secondary winding and the shell

Leakage current real-time detection, if it is found that the current increases
rapidly, it will automatically return to zero, and the page will display
"unqualified".

(18)CT AC withstand voltage test interface (19)CT AC withstand voltage test wiring diagram
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(20) CT Secondary load test (21) CT Secondary load test wiring diagram

(22)DC resistance test interface (23) wiring diagram of wire resistance clearing

(24) DC resistance test wiring diagram
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IX. PT test

When performing the function test of voltage transformer, please move the

cursor to and select the corresponding test option.

9.1. PT excitation characteristic test

1) Parameter setting

In the PT test main interface, select to enter the "excitation" test interface (as

shown in Fig. 25),

Excitation current (0-20A): the output current is the highest setting current of

the instrument output,If the current rise reaches the set value automatically.

Usually, the inflection point can be measured by 1A.

Excitation voltage: 100V, 100 / √ 3, 100 / 3, 150V, 220V.

2) , test:

Refer to Fig. 26 for wiring. The tester is the voltage output terminal. During the

test, K1 and K2 are respectively connected

Connect a and X of the transformer, and the zero terminal of the primary

winding of the voltage transformer is grounded. Check wiring

If there is no error, turn on the power switch and select the option "Start" to

start the test.During the test, the cursor is on the "stop" option, and the tester

starts to automatically, When the tester is finished, the test is finished and the

volt ampere characteristic curve is drawn.

(25)PT excitation characteristic parameters setting interface (26) PT excitation characteristic wiring diagram
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3) Operation instructions for PT (excitation) test results

Please refer to the explanation of CT test results on page 8

9.2. PT demagnetization test

(27) Pt demagnetization interface

1) Parameter setting

In PT test main interface, select to enter "demagnetization" test interface (as

shown in Fig. 27),Set rated secondary voltage: 100V, 100 / √ 3, 100 / 3, 150V,

220V.

2) Test:

Refer to Fig. 26 for wiring. The tester is the voltage output terminal. During the

test, K1 and K2 are respectively connected.Connect A and X of the transformer,

and the zero terminal of the primary winding of the voltage transformer is

grounded. Check wiring When there is no error, turn on the power switch

and start demagnetization after the option "start" is selected.

During demagnetization, the cursor will not stop flashing on the "stop"

option.After the detection, the demagnetization of the device will automatically

stop, and the interface will prompt "demagnetization completed".
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9.3. PT ratio polarity test

1）Parameter setting:

the test interface is shown in Figure 28.

Primary voltage: 0 ~ 2500V.

Secondary voltage: 100V, 100 / √ 3, 100 / 3, 150V, 220V.

2) Start the test:

Refer to figure 29 for wiring, PT primary side is connected to a and X, PT

secondary side is connected to a and X. set up

After setting the rated voltage and number of the secondary side, close the

power switch, select the option "start" and press the controller, and the test will

start.

During the test, the cursor flickers on the "test" option until the test is

finished and exits test interface, or press the controller to stop the test

artificially. After the test is completed, the turns ratio& polarity test result will be

displayed.You can select "save", "print" and "return" options for the next

operation.The same color terminal of the instrument itself is in-phase terminal,

that is, when a is connected with a of PT, and X is connected with X of Pt, the

polarity test result is reduced polarity.

(28) PT turns ratio polarity test interface figure (29) PT turns ratio polarity (angle differ

ence ratio difference) wiring diagram
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9.4.PT angle difference test

1) Parameter setting:

In the PT test main interface, select to enter the "angle difference ratio

difference" test interface (as shown in Figure 30). (Note: refer to the actual

rated transformer ratio setting on the transformer nameplate)

Rated primary: 3 ~ 500kV

Rated secondary: 100V, 100 / √ 3, 100 / 3, 150V, 220V

Rated load: transformer capacity.

Actual load: according to the setting of rated load, it can automatically

calculate two state values of full load and light load (light load is 25% of full

load).

2) Test

Refer to figure 29 for wiring, Pt primary side is connected to a and X, CT

secondary side is connected to a and X. set up

After setting the parameters, rotate the controller, move the cursor to the

"start" option, and press the controller to start the test.During the test, the test

can be terminated by pressing the controller, and it will be calculated

automatically after the test.The phase angle difference between the primary

side and the secondary side, the actual measured variable ratio and the rated

transformation ratio set by the user

The percentage difference of (Figure 31). Press "print" to print the test results,

Press "save", You can save the test results and return to the parameter setting

menu. If the display is all 9, the error is beyond the display range, please check

the setting value.
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(30) PT angle difference ratio difference test interface (31) PT angle difference ratio difference test result interface

9.5. PT AC withstand voltage test

1)Parameter setting:

In the PT test main interface, select to enter the "AC withstand voltage" test

interface (as shown in Fig. 32)

Set the set voltage value: 0 ~ 2500V.

2)Test

Refer to Fig. 33 for wiring, and connect the secondary side of PT to the voltage

output port K2 of the tester.Connect the other end of voltage output port K1 to

transformer shell. After checking the wiring, close it.Power switch, select "start"

option, press to start boost, voltage holding time is silent.

It is considered that 1 minute, during the test process, the instrument internal

to the transformer secondary winding and the shell Leakage current real-time

detection, if it is found that the current increases rapidly, it will automatically

return to zero, and the page will display the abnormal test.
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（32）PT AC withstand voltage test interface (33) PT AC withstand voltage wiring diagram

(34)CT secondary load test interface figure (35) CT secondary load wiring diagram

X. Data query

In the CT / PT test main interface, select to enter the "data query" test interface

(as shown in Fig 36), select "excitation", "load", "direct resistance", "ratio

polarity" and "angle difference" as required

After selecting the test item, enter the test interface shown in Figure 39,

Display the latest test results saved under the item in the instrument. You can

select the options of "previous page", "next page", "transfer storage", "return"

and "clear" for corresponding operation.

To transfer the memory, insert the USB flash disk to the communication port

"USB" of the tester, and click "transfer" in Figure 37

Save "will transfer the test records displayed under the current page into the

USB flash disk. Every note The recording time is about 2 seconds. After the

transfer, the interface will prompt "transfer completed".
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（36） （37）

XI. PC operating software instructions

11.1 put the supporting CD-ROM into the computer CD-ROM drive and unzip

the "software" to the root directory of disk C.

11.2 first, install the "WIC_ x86_ chs.exe ”Second, install netdox40_ Full_

x86_ X64. Exe "software, the default installation address is OK.

11.3 after installation, open the "volt ampere characteristics" folder and select

open“ VATeXing.exe ”Operation software, as shown in Figure 38, is the

upper computer operation software.

11.4 at“ VATeXing.exe ”In the operation software, the type of transformer

"CT" or "PT" is selected below, and the application language is "Chinese" or

"English".

11.5 if the report format file needs to be generated, the test result data must be

loaded. The specific operation method is as follows:

a) Connect the USB flash disk that stores the test data to the computer.

b) Select to open "select file" in Figure 38, and the operation window in Figure

39 will appear. In Figure 39, the required file can be loaded as required.
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c) The test results show that the data beginning with "a" is the excitation

characteristic result

Data, the data beginning with "B" is the variable ratio polarity result data, and

the data beginning with "C" is the result data of variable ratio polarity

The data is the load result data, and the data beginning with "d" is the direct

resistance result data. With "e"

The data beginning with "t" is the result data of angle difference ratio difference,

and the data beginning with "t" is the transient result data.

11.6 after loading data, select "OK" to display the interface shown in Figure 40

After setting the corresponding parameters on the upper right, select "generate

error curve" to complete the loading of all test results.

11.7 after all loading is completed, you can select "save" or print the result data

as required.

11.8 select the "save" option to display the results in the form of word, as

shown in Figure 41.

11.9 if you want to continue loading the test result data, please clear the last

loaded data first.
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（38）

（39）
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（40）

（41）
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Appendix I, "calibration" test method (taking CT as an

example)

（42）calibration test main interface （43）Voltage calibration wiring diagram

（44）Current calibration wiring diagram

1) Parameter setting:

After entering the CT "excitation" test interface, select to enter the "calibration"

test interface (e.g Fig. 42), set the excitation current value: 0.1A ~ 5A;

excitation voltage value: 1V ~ 2500V.

2) Start:

The voltage calibration test is connected according to Fig. 43; after setting the

measured voltage, turn on the power Rate switch, select the "start" option,

press the controller, the test will start and the test will arrive. After the set value,

the output voltage / current value will be maintained for detection. After the
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detection, press the controller, and the test will return to the interface shown in

Figure 42.The current calibration test is connected according to figure 44, and

the voltage setting value is slightly higher than the current setting value Set

value (a) * load (Ω)]. After setting the measured current / voltage value, turn on

the power switch,Select the "start" option and press the controller to start the

test. When the test reaches the set value, the test will start,Keep the output

current / voltage value for detection. After detection, press the controller to

return to the interface shown in Figure 42.

Appendix II. Description of error curve

According to the excitation current and voltage at the secondary side of the

transformer, the current multiple (m) and The data of 5% and 10% error curves

between allowable secondary loads (Zii) can also be used to judge whether the

transformer protection winding is qualified

1) The actual load measured under the condition of approaching the

theoretical current multiple is greater than the theoretical load value on the

transformer nameplate, indicating that the transformer is qualified, as shown in

Figure 45;

2) Under the condition of approaching the theoretical load, the actual current

multiple measured is greater than the theoretical current multiple on the

transformer nameplate, which also indicates that the transformer is qualified,

as shown in Figure 45;

The secondary load of current transformer for protection shall meet the

requirement of 5% error curve. As long as the actual secondary load of current

transformer is less than the allowable load of 5% error curve, under rated

current multiple, the measurement error of qualified current transformer is

within 5%. The larger the secondary load, the easier the current transformer

core will be saturated, and the smaller the allowable current multiple.
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Therefore, the 5% error curve, N / ZL curve, is shown in Fig. 9. The example

shown in Fig. 45 (the measured CT for protection is 5p10 20VA): in which 5 is

the accuracy level (the error limit is 5%), P is the form of transformer

(protection level), 10 is the accurate limit coefficient (10 times the rated

current), and 20VA is the rated secondary load (capacity). When the current

multiple is 10.27 times (close to 10 times), the allowable secondary load is

27.19 Ω, which is greater than the rated load of the CT 20VA (20VA / 1 = 20

Ω). According to the data, it can be judged that the transformer is qualified. In

addition, when the secondary load is 19.58 Ω (close to 20 Ω), the allowable

secondary load is 27.19 Ω , which is greater than the rated load of the CT

20VA (20VA / 1 = 20 Ω ). According to the data, it can be judged that the

transformer is qualified. In addition, when the secondary load is 19.58 Ω

(close to 20 Ω ), the allowable current multiple is 12.85 times, If it is greater

than the rated current multiple (10 times) of the CT, it can also be judged that

the transformer is qualified. In fact, as long as any one of these two key points

is found out, it can be judged whether the measured transformer is qualified.

If the 10% error does not meet the requirements, the general methods are

as follows:

 Increase the boundary area of secondary cable (reduce the secondary

impedance)

 Series connection of the same type of current transformer with the same

transformation ratio (reduce the excitation current of the transformer)

 use the winding with higher volt ampere characteristic (increase of

excitation impedance)

 Increase the transformation ratio of current transformer (increase

excitation impedance)
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(45)

Error curve calculation formula

M =（I*P）/N ZII =（U-（I*Z2））/(K*I)

I current U voltage

N=1 (1A rated current) I current

N=5 (5A rated current) Z2 CT Secondary side impedance

P=20 （5％ error curve ）

K=19（5％ error curve.1A 5A rated current）

P=10 （10％ error curve ） K=9 （10％error curve.1A 5A rated current）
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